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## ENGINEERING CHANGE NOTICE

### 15. Design Verification Required
- [X] Yes
- [ ] No
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This document shows the general layout, and gives a part description for the Weight/Balance Test Equipment.
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INITIAL RELEASE EDT 605069 11/3/94
The following pages show the general layout and details of the Weight/Balance Portable Test Equipment. This equipment can aid in the regulating of the leachate being loaded into a tanker.
W025, TRENCH 31 & TRENCH 34, LEACHATE TRANSPORT TANKERS (POLAR, HO-64-3858 & HO-64-3859)
WEIGHT/BALANCE PORTABLE TEST EQUIPMENT,
SKETCH 1 SHEET 1

DATA INSTRUMENTS PRESSURE TRANSDUCER, MODEL XPRO,
0-15 PSIQ, 4-20MA OUTPUT,
1/4" MALE NPT THREAD WITH CABLE CONNECTOR.

SJE HEAVY DUTY RETRACTILE ELECTRICAL CORD #16, 3 WIRE,
PART # 720K52 ONE END TRANSDUCER CONNECTOR, OTHER END AMPHENOL STRAIGHT FLUG,
MALE 4 PIN M33166A 148-2P "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH TELESCOPING BOOT

1/4" NYLON SELF RETRACTING AIR HOSE,
1/4" MALE NPT RIGID THREAD ONE END, OTHER END 1/4" MALE NPT
360 DEGREE SWIVEL BODY CONNECTOR

EXISTING TRANSPORT TANKER WEIGHT/BALANCE CONNECTIONS

EXPANDED VIEW TANKER DIP TUBE WEIGHT/BALANCE CONNECTION

1/2" SS ANDREWS CAM & GROOVE FEMALE COUPLER X MALE NPT THREAD, 1/2" SS TEE X FEMALE NPT THREAD, 1/2" SS MALE NPT THREAD X CLOSE NIPPLES, 1/2" X 3/8" SS REDUCERS FEMALE NPT THREAD, 3/8" MALE NPT THREAD X CLOSE NIPPLES, 3/8" X 1/4" REDUCERS FEMALE NPT THREAD
W025, TRENCH 31 & TRENCH 34, LEACHATE TRANSPORT TANKERS (POLAR, HO-64-3858 & HO-64-3859) WEIGHT/BALANCE PORTABLE TEST EQUIPMENT, SKETCH 1 SHEET 2

SJEO HEAVY DUTY RETRACTILE ELECTRICAL CORD, #16, 3 WIRE, PART# 7520K63, ONE END AMPHENOL STRAIGHT PLUG MALE 4 PIN MS3106A 14S-2P "636", AN3057 "636", CABLE CONNECTOR WITH TELESCOPING BOOT OTHER END AMPHENOL CABLE RECEPTACLE, FEMALE 4 PIN, MS3101A 14S-2S "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CONNECTOR WITH TELESCOPING BOOT, LAND BLACK WIRE ON PIN #1, WHITE WIRE ON PIN #2 AND GREEN WIRE ON PIN #3

SJEO HEAVY DUTY RETRACTILE ELECTRICAL CORD, #16, 3 WIRE, PART# 7520K63, BOTH ENDS AMPHENOL STRAIGHT PLUG MALE 3 PIN MS3106A 14S-1P "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CONNECTOR WITH TELESCOPING BOOT, LAND BLACK WIRE ON PIN #1, WHITE WIRE ON PIN #2 AND GREEN WIRE ON PIN #3

SJEO HEAVY DUTY RETRACTILE ELECTRICAL CORD, #12, 3 WIRE, PART# 7520K23, ONE END AMPHENOL STRAIGHT PLUG MALE 5 PIN MS3106A 14S-5P "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CONNECTOR WITH TELESCOPING BOOT, OTHER END 120VAC STANDARD 3 PIN RECEPTACLE PLUG, (AMPHENOL END) LAND BLACK WIRE ON PIN #1, WHITE WIRE ON PIN #2 AND GREEN WIRE ON PIN #3, OTHER END LAND BLACK WIRE ON HOT SCREW, WHITE WIRE ON NEUTRAL SCREW AND GREEN WIRE ON GROUND SCREW.
W025, TRENCH 31 & TRENCH 34, LEACHATE TRANSPORT TANKERS (POLAR, HO-64-3858 & HO-64-3859) WEIGHT/BALANCE PORTABLE TEST EQUIPMENT,
SKETCH 1 SHEET 3

INSTALL AMPHENOL WALL RECEPTACLE, FEMALE 5 PIN, MS 3100A 14S-5S "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH MS3420 TELESCOPING BOOT, INSTALL #16 THHN BLACK WIRE TO PLUG PIN #1 AND TBC, #C1, INSTALL #16 THHN WHITE WIRE TO PLUG PIN #2 AND TBC, #C2, INSTALL #16 THHN GREEN WIRE TO PLUG PIN #3 AND TBC, #C3

INSTALL AMPHENOL WALL RECEPTACLE, FEMALE 3 PIN, MS 3100A 14S-1S "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH MS3420 TELESCOPING BOOT, INSTALL #16 THHN BLACK WIRE TO PLUG PIN #1 AND TBC, #D1, INSTALL #16 THHN RED WIRE TO PLUG PIN #2 AND TBC, #D2, INSTALL #16 THHN GREEN WIRE TO PLUG PIN #3 AND TBC, #D3

INSTALL AMPHENOL WALL RECEPTACLE, FEMALE 4 PIN, MS 3100A 14S-2S "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH MS3420 TELESCOPING BOOT, INSTALL #16 THHN BLUE WIRE TO PLUG PIN #1 AND TBC, #E1, INSTALL #16 THHN ORANGE WIRE TO PLUG PIN #2 AND TBC, #E2, INSTALL #16 THHN GREEN WIRE TO PLUG PIN #3 AND TBC, #E3

ALUMINUM DESK-TOP INSTRUMENT ENCLOSURE, 8" X 12" X 18 3/4" WITH ADJUSTABLE HANDLE/TILTING BAR, ALLIED ELECTRONICS PART # 736Q7670

RED LION CONTROLS, MODEL IMP-20102 PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER MOUNTED ON DESK TOP ENCLOSURE FACE PLATE

INSTALL (3) 3 TERMINAL, DOUBLE ROW, FEED THROUGH TERMINAL STRIPS. LABEL AS SHOWN

TERMINAL STRIPS ON THE BACK OF CONTROLLER
INSTALL 2 TERMINAL, DOUBLE ROW FEED-THROUGH, TERMINAL STRIP, LIFT CONTACTOR COIL WIRE LANDED ON COIL TERMINAL #3, RELAND ON RIGHT SIDE OF TERMINAL STRIP, INSTALL #16 THHN BLACK WIRE, LAND ONE END ON LEFT SIDE OF TERMINAL STRIP, OTHER ON PLUG PIN #1

INSTALL AMPHENOL WALL RECEPTACLE, FEMALE 3 PIN, MS 3100A 14S-1S "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH MS3420 TELESCOPING BOOT

AMPHENOL STRAIGHT PLUG MALE 3 PIN MS 3106A 14S-1P "636", AN3057 "636" CABLE CLAMP WITH WIRE JUMPER FROM PIN #1 TO PIN #2

POWER FEED TO LEACHATE STORAGE TANK TRANSFER PUMP MOTOR

INSTALL GFI RECEPTACLE WITH MOISTUREPROOF RECEPTACLE COVER IN EACH OF TWO EXISTING MOISTURE BOXES, CONNECT RECEPTACLE(S) TO EXISTING SPARE (3) CONDUCTORS, TIE OTHER END OF SPARE CONDUCTORS TO BREAKER #12, PANEL NEUTRAL AND PANEL GROUND AT PANEL B, TR31-EL-PPB

RECEPTACLE WIRING: INSTALL #16 THHN BLACK WIRE, LAND ONE END ON PLUG PIN #1, LAND OTHER END ON LEFT SIDE OF TERMINAL STRIP. INSTALL #16 THHN RED WIRE, LAND ONE END ON PLUG PIN #2, LAND OTHER END ON COIL TERMINAL #3. INSTALL #16 THHN GREEN WIRE, LAND ONE END ON PLUG PIN #3, LAND OTHER END ON GROUND TERMINAL.